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Abstract 
Verma, J.K., Multigraded Rees algebras and mixed multiplicities, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 77 (1992) 219-228. 
Let I,, I?,. , 1, be ideals of positive height in a local ring (R. m). Let I,, be m-primary. 
Set S = R[l,r,, Irrz, , I&]. where t,. . t* arc indeterminatcs and M= 
(m, I,t,, Iztz, , I,t,). A formula is developed for the multiplicity of the ideal 
(I,,. I,t,, Z2tz, , Igt,)S,w in terms of mixed multiplicities of I,,, I, 1 . I,Y, This formula is used 
to prove that if R is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension 2 and I, = m”‘, , .I#,= m”* for positive 
integers aI. a>, , a,, then S, is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiphctty if and only if R 
has minimal multiplicity. 
Introduction 
Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d. Let I,, II, . . , l,T be ideals 
of positive height in R. Let T,, T,, . . , Tg be indeterminates. The Rees 
algebra of R with respect to the ideals I,, I,, . . , I,, denoted by S = 
R[Z,T,, ZzTz,. . . , Z,T,], is the subring of the polynomial ring R[ T, , T2, . . . , T,] 
consisting of all finite sums of the type 
C a(r, , r2, . . . , rg) T;’ T’2 . . T? , 
where a(~,, Y?_, . . . , rK) E Z';'Z;L . . . Z$ for all (Y,, r7, . . . . YJ E N”. Here N de- 
notes the set of nonnegative integers. Clearly S is an NK-graded ring with a unique 
maximal homogeneous ideal M = (m, I, T, , I2 T2, . . . , Z,T,). We have not been 
able to find any reference in the literature concerning ring-theoretic properties of 
S for g > 1. However, in a recent preprint of Roberts [9], the projective scheme 
associated to S has been used to define multiplicity of a homomorphism of free 
modules which extends the usual concept of multiplicity of an m-primary ideal. 
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Since the multiplicity of S,, e(s,), is likely to play an important role in the 
determination of various ring-theoretic properties of S, we deduce a formula for 
e(,Sw) in this paper. Let e and u denote the multiplicity of R and the embedding 
dimension of R, respectively. Abhyankar [l] proved that if R is Cohen-Macaulay, 
then u - d + 15 e. A Cohen-Macaulay local ring R in which u - d + 1 = e, is 
called a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with minimal multiplicity. As an application 
of our formula for e(s,), we are able to show that for a two-dimensional 
Cohen-Macaulay local ring R, and a,, a2, . . . , uR E N; the Rees algebra S = 
R[rnU’T,, ma2T2,. . , ma~Tg] localized at its unique maximal homogeneous ideal 
is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity if and only if R has minimal 
multiplicity. This extends a theorem of Goto and Shimoda in [4]. 
1. The main result 
We begin by fixing notation and recalling the preliminaries. Let I,, be an 
m-primary ideal and e denote length. Consider the numerical function 
B : w+’ + N given by 
For g = 0, B is the usual Hilbert function of Z,,. For all large r,,, e(Z~lZ~’ ‘) is 
given by a polynomial of degree d - 1 in Y,,. The g = 1 case was first considered by 
Bhattacharya in [3] where it is proved that B(r,,, r,) is also given by a polynomial 
of total degree d - 1 in Y,,,Y, for all large values of T(, and r,. Teissier and Risler 
proved in [12] that in case I,, I,, . . . , ZK are m-primary, B is given by a 
polynomial of total degree d - 1 in Y”, r,, . , rR for all large r,,, r,, . . . , rg. A 
minor variation in their argument yields that B is given by a polynomial of total 
degree d - 1 in r(,, r,, . . . , rR for large values of ro, r,, . . . , rR in case 
Z,,Z2,.‘., ZK are ideals with positive height. The terms of total degree d - 1 in 
the polynomial, henceforth called the Bhattacharya polynomial of I,,, I,, . . . , Zg 
corresponding to the function B(r,,, r,, . . . , rg), can be written as 
c 
ku+...+kx-d-l 
where e(k,,, k,, , kg) are nonnegative integers. When Z,,, I,, . . . , Z, are all 
m-primary, e(k,,, k,, . . , kg) > 0 for all k,,, k,, . . . , k, with k,, + k, + . . . + k, = 
d - 1 [12]. Teissier and Risler termed these coefficients as mixed multiplicities of 
lo, I,, . . . , Z,. We refer the reader to [8] for a lucid exposition of the theory of 
mixed multiplicities. 
Let S denote the Rees algebra R[Z, T,, . . . , Z,T,] and set M = 
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cm, IIT,, . . . 3 Z,Z’,). In Theorem 1.4 below we show that 
e((Z,,, Z,T,, . . . 9 &&J&J = c e(k,, k,, . . . 7 kg> 
k,,+k,+...+kR=d-1 
The proof of this formula involves three combinatorial identities. The identities 
in Lemma 1.1 and 1.2 have been proved in [13] where the above formula was 
proved in case g = 1 and Z, is m-primary. 
Lemma 1.1. For integers d 2 0 and j = 0, 1, . . . , d, 
Lemma 1.2. For positive integers n and r, 
i-+1 
I’ + 2’ + . . . + ylr = n 1 
r+l 
+ 2 n’+.... 0 
Lemma 1.3. For n,g,d E N, put 
K = {(k,,, k,, . . . , kg) 1 k,, + k, +. . . + k, = d, k,,, . . , k, E N> , 
E={e(k,,,k ,,..., k,)ELI(k,,,k,,...,k,)EK}, 
R = {(R,,, R,, . . .,R,)IR,,,R,,...,R,E~, 
R,, + R, + . . . + R, = n} . 
Then we have 
(*I 
e(k,,, k,, . , k,)R,k" . ’ . R) 
k,,!k,! . . . k,! 
=cze(k,,.k, ,..., kg)+.... 
(d+g)! K 
Proof. We apply induction on g. The g = 0 case is easily verified. Suppose that (*) 
has been proved for g - 1 and g 2 1. For typographical reasons we fix some more 
notation. For R, = 0, 1,2, . . , n and K, = 0, 1,2, . . . , d put 
L(R,) = {(R,, . . . , R,_,) 1 R, +. . . + R,_, = n - R,, 
R,, . . , R,-, EN> , 
W,) = I(&, . . 3 kg-,) 1 kc,, . . . , kg-, EN, 
k,+...+k,_,=d-k,}. 
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In the following calculations we begin by rewriting (*) in terms of L(R,) and 
L(K,) and then use Lemmas 1 .l and 1.2. 
x c e(k,,, . , k,)R2/k,! +. . . 
Uks) 
= i ‘??[ 
d _ k, + g _ 1 (_l)rn~i-~,+R+~ 
hr-II ,-I) 
t ) (d-k +g-l)! 
R 
x c e(k,,, . . . , kg) i Rk,n”lk,! f.. . 
Ukx) K,=O 
= i ‘??[ 
d _ k, + g _ 1 (_l)l&k,++’ 
kg=0 /-I) 
t ) (d-k +g-l)! 
fi 
x 2 e(k,,, . . . , kg) 
nk,+r+’ 
+ . 
L(k&.) k,!(k,+t+l) ” 
) I li+g 
(-1) n 
(d-k,+g-l)!k,!(k,+t+l) 
x c e(k,,, . . . , kx) + . . . 
L(kR) 
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=& $ c e(k ,,,..., kg)+... (by Lemma 1.1) 
’ kg 0 Uk,) 
=&&(k,, )...) kg)+-? 0 
Theorem 1.4. Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d and I,, . . . , I, 
ideals of positive height. Let S denote the Rees algebra R[Z,T,, . . . , Z,T,]. Put 
M = (m, I, T,, . . , Z,T,) and K = (I,, I, T,, . . . , Z,T,) where I,, is an m-primary 
ideal. Write the terms of total degree d - 1 in the Bhattacharya polynomial for the 
Bhattacharya function 
as 
c e(k,,, k, , . . . , kg)rFTri’ * . . r)lk,! k, ! * . . kg! . 
k”+..-+k,=d-1 
Then 
4KhA = c e(k,,, . . . , kg>. 
kg+---+kg=d-1 
Proof. Since K is M-primary, t?(K”S,IK”+‘S,) = i?(K”lK”+‘). By [14] dim S, = 
d + g. Hence e(KS,) is the coefficient of nd+gp’l(d + g - l)! in the Hilbert 
polynomial corresponding to the function k’( K”S,I K”+ IS,). To compute 
P(K”/K”+‘), consider the direct sum decomposition of K” and K”+‘: 
K”=[ @ Z’“Z” . . . Ir~Trl . . . 0 I r,,+...+rp=n g 1 T)l@ i;=$+, Xl 3 
,I + I K =[ @ 
.5,,+...+sR=n+l 
Z.21;’ . . . Zs,TT”,’ . . . TSfiK] $ [,=T+2 Si] . 
Here Sj denotes the direct sum of homogeneous components of S of total 
degree i. Thus 
K”fK”+’ G $ 
r,,+...+r&,=n 
To compute the length of K”IK”+’ by using the above direct sum decomposi- 
tion, we may assume that the Bhattacharya polynomial and the Bhattacharya 
function coincide since this assumption has no effect of e(KS,). Therefore, 
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=c c e(k,,, , k,)r$“. . . r”;’ . . . 
r,,+...+,$=,, k i+...+kh.=&l k,,! . . . k,! 
+ 
d+fim I 
(dl: g - l)! X,,+,,,+k,=d~, e(ko, . . ’ kA + . . . . c 
We have used Lemma 1.3 in the last step. This yields the desired expression for 
e(KS,). 0 
Corollary 1.5. Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d and multiplicity 
e. Leta ,,..., up be positive integers. Then the multiplicity of the Rees algebra 
S = R[m”‘T,, . , m”xT,] localized at the maximal homogeneous ideal M = 
(m, m”‘T,, . . . , m“cT,,) is given by the formula 
Proof. We need to calculate 
&(m~,,m(~l’l . . . m”&/m’“+‘m”l’l . . . m~s’~) 
for large r,,, r, . . . , rR. Write the Hilbert function l(m”/m”t’) for large n as 
P(mN/m”+‘) = e (dn_ l)! + . . 
Hence for large r(,, r,, . , rx we get 
Or 
), , + n , I , + + ‘1. ‘,?, m r,,+o,‘,+-.-+n,r,+l 
> 
=j&y! 
(r,, + a,r, + . .aKrR)“~’ + . . 
(d - l)! 
- & ~,,+. .~zEC,_, k,,! . . k,! r”‘(a’r’)“’ 
...(a,r,)k”+.... 
By Theorem 1.4, we obtain the desired expression for e(s,,). 0 
2. Rees algebras with minimal multiplicity 
As an application of Theorem 1.4, we generalize a theorem of Goto and 
Shimoda in [4]. First we recall some basic facts about reductions of ideals and 
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Cohen-Macaulay local rings with minimal multiplicity. Northcott and Rees 
introduced the concept of reduction of an ideal in their fundamental paper [6]. An 
ideal J is called reduction of an ideal I if J C Z and .ZZ” = Z”+i for some n. The 
ideal J is called a minimal reduction of Z if for any ideal K C J, where K is a 
reduction of I, K = J. In a local ring (R, m) with R/m infinite, all minimal 
reductions of an ideal Z require the same number of elements in their minimal 
generating sets. This number is called the analytic spread of Z and it is often 
denoted by k(Z). It is proved in [7] that height Z 5 4?(Z) 5 dim R. 
Sally showed in [lo] that a Cohen-Macaulay ring (R, m) has minimal multiplici- 
ty if and only if for any minimal reduction Z of m, Zm = m2 provided Rim is 
infinite. A minor variation in the proof of Theorem 1 in [lo] implies that if (R, m) 
is a local ring with R/m infinite and its embedding dimension u, dimension d, and 
the multiplicity e of R satisfy the equation u - d f 1 = e, then R is Cohen- 
Macaulay if and only if for some minimal reduction Z of nz, Zm = m’. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (R, m) be a two dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring. For 
positive integers a,, . . , a,, , let S denote the Rees algebra R[m"'t, , . . , m%,] and 
M its unique maximal homogeneous ideal. Then S, is Cohen-Macaulay with 
minimal multiplicity if and only if R has minimal multiplicity. 
Proof. Suppose that (R, m) is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. Let u 
and e denote the embedding dimension and the multiplicity of R respectively. 
Then u - 1 = e. By Corollary 1.5, 
e(S,) = 2 a:! ...a?e 
k,+...+k,,=l 
= e(l + a, + . . . + a,,) . 
On the other hand. 
u(S,,) - dim S, + 1 = ((m/m’) + $ e(mU’/m’+“l) - (2 + p) + I 
= u - 1 - p + i ~(m~Vm”a~) . 
By [ll], the Hilbert function of m is given by B(m”lm’+‘) = en + 1 for all IZ. Thus 
u(S,) - dim S, + 1 = e -p + c (ea, + 1) 
r=l 
= e(1 + a, + . . . +a,) . 
It remains to show that S,,, is Cohen-Macaulay. For this, it is enough to 
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construct a reduction J of M generated by p + 2 elements with JM = M’. It is 
harmless to assume that R/m is infinite. Then there exist x,y E m with (x, y)m = 
WI’. We claim that the ideal 
J = (x, y”‘t, , yU?t2 + XV, ) . . . ) y?,, + XU” It,,_,, y + X%,]) 
is a reduction of M with JM = M2. Write M’ explicitly, 
M2 = m2 + c m’+“lti + c mal+“Jt,t, . 
!=I ,5l5jS,l 
Since m’ = (x, y)m, for all r,s, xrmJ + y’m’ = rnr+‘. This can be checked by using 
induction on r and s. Now we show that ml+“’ t, C JM by using induction on i. For 
i = 1, the equation 
I +N m ‘t, = x(m”V,) + (y”‘t,)m 
shows that m’iult, C JM. Suppose that i > 1 and m’+“‘mlt, C JM. Suppose that 
b E m’+“l. Then 
bt, = xct, + y”lt,d for some c E m”‘, d E m 
= xct, + (y?, + xofm’ti_,)d - xufm’dt,_, 
E x(m”‘t,) + (y”T, + xU’-V_,)m + m’iU’~V_, 
By the induction hypothesis, m”“‘-‘ti_, C JM. Thus m’+“‘t, C JM for all i. To see 
that m2 C JM, pick any d E m2. Then d = ax + by for some a,b Em. The 
equation 
d = xa + ( y + x”“tp) b - bx%,, 
shows that m” C JM. 
To show that m al+%It, C JM we use ascending induction on i and descending 
induction on j. Suppose i = 1 and j = p. Since m”l‘“p = y”‘m”p + xa”rnuL, any 
d E mal+a p can be written as d = y”la + x”pb for some a E rn”,’ and b E mu’. Thus 
dt,c, = y”‘t,(at,) + (y + x”pt,)bt, - ybt, . 
Since ybt, E m’+“lt, c JM, it follows that mn’+%,t,, C JM. Suppose that 
mfil+u,t,tj c JM, Since mal+u/-l = y”lm”v’ + x”f-‘my’, for any d f mrrJr’~- ‘, there 
exist a E m”j-’ and b E m“’ so that d = ay”l + bx”lm’. Therefore, the equation 
dv-1 = y”‘t, (at,_ ,) + bt, ( y”it, + xW_, ) - by?, t, 
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shows that mal+a~-lt,ti_, C JM in view of the fact that by”‘t,t, E m”+‘~t,t, C JM. 
Suppose that m ‘lfaltit, C JM for all j. Then we show that m”‘+L+“lti+,t, C JM by 
using descending induction on j. Suppose j = p. Then any d E m”l*‘+rrp can be 
written as d = uy’l++’ + bxap for some a E rn’p and b E m”‘+‘. The equation 
dt,+,t, = (yUz+‘tt+, + xuzt,)at, - x”qt,, + (y + x%,>)bt,+, - ybt,+, 
shows that mu’ + ‘+“rJt ,+ ,t,, C JM since we have already shown that ybt,+, E 
m ‘+ul+Iti+, C JM and by the induction hypothesis 
x%titP E m UI+Uq, C JM . 
Now suppose that mUl+‘+“~tj+, ti C JM. Any 
d E m”,‘~+N, = y”z+lma, + x”,mn,-l 
can be written as d = ay us+‘+bxuj for some aEm” and bErn”“l. Set i+l=u 
and j + 1 = u. The equation 
dt,t, = (y%, + xV,)at, - ax”‘t,t, + (y”t, + xV,)bt,, - by”t,,t, 
shows that mu1 + ‘+“~t r+Ltj C JM in view of the induction hypothesis. Thus we have 
proved that M2 = JM which implies that S,V is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal 
multiplicity. 
Conversely suppose that S,V is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. We 
may assume without loss of generality that R/m is infinite. Let J be a minimal 
reduction of m. Then L = (J, malt,, . . , m”pt,,) is a reduction of M. Therefore, 
LM = M2. Equating the degree-zero components on both sides we get Jm = ml. 
Thus R has minimal multiplicity. 0 
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